Investigate your sources with the CRAAP TEST

Is it **Current**?
How old is this? Do the links still work? Was this updated recently?

Is it **Relevant**?
Is this scholarly or popular? Is the language too technical or simple? Can I find better information somewhere else?

Is it **Authoritative**?
Is there an author? Are they affiliated with a university or organization? What is the URL (.com, .edu, .gov)?

Is it **Accurate**?
Are the original sources cited? Can I verify this information? Has this been independently reviewed? Are there grammar errors or typos?

What is its **Purpose**?
What was the author’s purpose for writing this? Is advertising mixed in with the content? Does the tone seem judgmental or overly positive? Are possible biases clearly stated?

Not all sources are created equal!
Ask yourself the following questions as you do your research.